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Abstract
s
The aim of thhis research is to determine tthe effect of thhe use of guiddance material based on the 5E model on students’
conceptual unnderstanding of
o a topic entiitled "What iss the earth’s ccrust composeed of?”. The ssample consissts of 40
students from
m the 5th graade (experimeental group 220, control grroup 20). A concept test, a drawing test,
t
and
semi-structureed interview quuestions were used for data collection. In the experimennt group, guidaance material prepared
p
according to tthe 5E model was used; thee control groupp was conductted using the eexisting textboook. Student re
esponses
were examineed in terms of the
t following ccategories: com
mplete understtanding, partiaal understandinng, alternative concept,
no response oor irrelevant reesponses. The quantitative daata obtained frrom the experiimental and thhe control grou
ups were
compared by uusing the Mannn-Whitney U-test. Content aanalysis was ussed to analyze students’ draw
wings. In conclusion, it
was determineed that the guiidance materiaals developed according to 55E model have a positive efffect (U=76.00
0, p<.05)
on students' coonceptual undeerstanding aboout the topic enntitled "What iis the earth’s crrust composedd of?”.
Keywords: "W
What is the earrth’s crust com
mposed of?" toppic, guidance m
material, conceptual understtanding
1. Introductioon
In Turkey, one of the reasonns noted for thhe lack of inteerest in sciencee classes in school lies in thhe failure to establish a
connection wiith daily life (D
Dervişoğlu, Yaaman & Sorann, 2004). As long as the studeents can assocciate what they
y learn in
science classees with daily life, they will be able to muchh more easily iinterpret the nnew circumstannces they face (Er Nas,
Şenel Çoruhluu & Kirman Bilgin, 2016). S
Science classess are closely asssociated withh the lives of inndividuals. Yett, studies
so far reveal tthat the emphaasis on the relaationship betw
ween the conceppts taught in schools and thee events of daiily life is
not sufficientlly well establiished (Barker & Millar, 19999; Yager & W
Weld, 1999). T
The science cuurriculum in Turkey
T
is
based on inquuiry, which in turn
t
is based oon instruction sstrategy (Minisstry of Nationaal Education [M
MoNE], 2013)). On the
other hand, thhe curriculum does
d
not stipulate a specific teaching moddel, and leavess the choice off teaching mod
del to the
discretion of tthe teacher. Thhis is why teachhers need teaching approachhes that have been developedd within the fra
amework
of the learninng theory of choice. In thee present studdy, guidance m
materials to m
match the appproach adopted in the
curriculum haave been deveeloped in line with the 5E m
model. A num
mber of modelss such as 4E, 5E and 7E ha
ave been
employed for the application of constructtivist learning theory in actuual learning envvironments. Inn the present study, the
5E model wass deemed to bee most effectivve, given the 77E model's perrceived compleexity in the eyyes of teachers, and the
lack of deepeening step in the
t 4E model (Treagust, Haarrison & Vennville, 1998). T
The 5E modell is seen to co
ontribute
positively to aattracting the students'
s
attention to the courrse, making thhe learning envvironment morre enjoyable (Ö
Özsevgeç,
2006), eliminnating studentss misconceptiions (Özsevgeeç, 2006; Şahiin, İpek Akbuulut & Çepni, 2012; Şenel Çoruhlu,
Ç
Kirman Bilginn & Er Nas, 2016) and incrreasing studentts' achievemennt levels (Hannçer, 2006; Özzsevgeç, 2006; Çardak,
Dikmenli & S
Sarıtaş, 2008; Patro,
P
2008; Annil & Batdi, 20015). The topiics covered in the "Mysteryy of Earth's Crust" unit
are taught in tthe 5th year off the science cuurriculum for tthe year 2013.. A glance at thhe literature reeveals that the students
have certain m
misconceptionns regarding concepts such as the rock cyycle (Blake, 22004; Rosenbeerg, Hammer & Phelan
2006), rocks aand minerals (F
Ford, 2005), thhe formation oof rocks (Dal, 22009), ground waters (Reinfr
fried 2006), fosssils (Dal,
2007), and eroosion (Dove, 1997; Bozkurt, Salman Akın & Usak, 20044; Alım, Özdem
mir & Yılar, 20008; Ateş, 2013
3; Özgen,


This study haas been producced from the daata obtained inn the frameworrk of the projecct with code 12462 supporte
ed by the
Karadeniz Tecchnical Univerrsity, Scientificc Research Prooject (BAP).
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2013). A review of the literature leads to the conclusion that most of the studies on the topics covered by the "Mystery
of Earth's Crust" unit focus on identifying students’ misconceptions (Blake, 2004; Dal, 2007; Ford, 2005; Reinfried 2006;
Rosenberg, Hammer & Phelan 2006; Dove, 1997; Blake, 2005; Dal, 2007; Dal, 2009; Özgen, 2013; Turan & Kartal,
2012), while those studies which delve into the question of how to eliminate such conceptions (Blake, 2004) did not
exist. Furthermore, the samples used in the studies make it clear that various misconceptions exist among students from
primary school (Bozkurt, Salman Akın & Uşak 2004; Ford, 2005) to university level (Dal, 2007; Dal, 2009; Özgen,
2013).
The efforts to find a study which employed the 5E model on the 5th year of primary education with respect to the "What
is the Earth's Crust Composed of?" topic covered in the “Mystery of Earth's Crust" unit, investigating the effectiveness
of the said model, did not yield any results. The present study utilizes the conceptual change texts, case studies, and
worksheets entailed in the 5E model. The case study method refers to the establishment of a link between the concept
being learned and the situation the concept arises in. This method makes it possible to find solutions at the classroom
level, for problems faced in real life (Demirel, 2014). Case studies may refer to real life events, or be figments of
imagination. Regardless, a useful case to be studied should reflect reality (Küçükahmet, 2000) and attract the attention
of students (Chambers & Andre, 1997). Conceptual change texts are among the pedagogical tools employed to replace
students' misconceptions with scientific truths. Conceptual change texts contribute to meaningful learning on the part of
the student (Duit, 1991). Worksheets, on the other hand, are written materials covering the activities the students will
engage in during the teaching of a given topic, as well as the written statements regarding those activities (Harlen, 1996),
and can be used in the teaching of concepts. It is evident that the science curriculum emphasizes the students' ability to
provide explanations for cases they come across in their daily lives (MoNE, 2013). That is why the materials to be
developed within the framework of the 5E model will be crucial for both teachers and students.
There is limited research in the literature regarding the topic “What is the Earth's Crust Composed of?" in terms of
investigating the impact on the conceptual understanding on the part of the students. This study will help cover a gap in
the literature. Furthermore, the guidance materials to be developed in line with the 5E model are expected to provide
guidance for science teachers. It is well known that non-scientific knowledge acquired in early life has a negative
impact on future learning and intervention early on at the primary school level could be particularly effective in terms of
overcoming misconceptions. This study will contribute to the elimination of the misconceptions students harbor with
respect to the new topic "What is the Earth's Crust Composed of?" which is new to them. It is believed that the students
would therefore be able to base their future learning on solid grounds.
The aim of this study is to develop guidance materials based on the 5E model, for the topic "What is the Earth's Crust
Composed of?" and to investigate the impact of such guidance materials on students’ conceptual understanding.
2. Method
A quasi-experimental method (“pre-test-post-test” with control group) was used for the study. This method is the
preferred method in educational research. The groups were established using non-random selection (Tharenou,
Donohue & Cooper, 2007). With the quasi-experimental method, students were grouped into experimental and control
groups after being assigned in an equitable way (Büyüköztürk, 2004).
2.1 Sample
The population consisted of 5th grade students from Trabzon city in Turkey. The sample size was 40 students. There
was one control group of 20 students - 11 girls and 9 boys, with a mean age of 11.74 years, and one experimental group
of 20 students - 12 girls and 8 boys with a mean age of 12.06 years. Two voluntary teachers in the same school graduates of Karadeniz Technical University - participated in the research. The experimental group teacher had 6 years’
experience and the control group teacher had 10 years’ experience. The materials which were used in the experimental
group was introduced to the teacher by the researchers prior to the intervention. Each teacher completed the application
process in their classes in 8 lesson hours.
2.2 Data Collection Tools
A concept test, an interview consisting of semi-structured questions, and a drawing test were utilized to collect data.
Students were asked three open-ended questions in the concept test as follows:
1. How would you define the concepts of rock and mine? Please explain.
2. How would you define the concept of a fossil? Please explain.
3. How would you define the concept of natural monument? Please explain.
To enhance the content and validity of the tests, data were evaluated by one science educator and two science teachers.
To measure the reliability of the concept and drawing tests, the tests were implemented by 12 grade 6 students who
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learned these concepts in the 5th grade. The concept test was administered one week prior to the intervention as a
pre-test to both the experimental and the control groups. The pre-test was employed as a post-test, immediately after the
intervention.
The first version of the concept test included 4 open-ended questions. The second question is related to the definition of
the concept of fossil, while the third question is related to the formation of the fossil. Students gave similar answers to
these questions. The second and third questions in the concept test were combined as follows: “How would you define
the concept of a fossil? Please explain”.
Drawings make very few restrictions on the responses of the students (White & Gunstone, 1992). Therefore, besides a
concept test, a drawing test was used in this research. Drawings can be much more valuable than words by providing
detailed information information (Sheppard, 2006). The tasks given to the students were as follows: 1. Please draw a
figure to describe what the concept of fossil means for you.
2. Please draw a figure that describes what natural monuments mean to you.
To measure the reliability of the drawing test, it was implemented with 12 6th grade students who had learned these
concepts in the 5th grade. The drawing test was administered one week prior to the intervention as a pre-test to both the
experimental and the control groups. The same test was employed as a post-test immediately after the intervention with
these groups.
The interviews were conducted with semi-structured questions. Participants were interviewed individually with 10 of
the experimental group (E2, E3, E6, E8, E10, E13, E14, E16, E17, and E19) to investigate the effectiveness of the
materials on the students’ conceptual understanding of the new topic. The same questions used in the concept test were
used in this part of the study. Semi-structured interview questions were administered one week prior to the intervention
as a pre-interview to 10 of the experimental group students. The same questions were used immediately after the
intervention. The questions were evaluated by one science educator and one science teacher to enhance their validity. To
measure the reliability of the questions, the questions were developed with 2 6th grade students. The interviews were
recorded. Each interview lasted approximately 8-12 minutes in the pre-intervention and 10–15 minutes in the
post-intervention.
2.3 Data Analysis
Marek’s (1986) categorization was used to analyze the concept test and interview responses. (see Table 1).
Table 1. Categories using in the analysis of the concept test and interviews
Categories
Code
Point
Complete understanding
A
3
Partial understanding
B
2
Alternative concept
C
1
No response or irrelevant responses
D
0
The data obtained from the experiment and control groups were compared by utilizing the Mann–Whitney U-test. The
drawing test was analyzed using content analysis. The students’ drawings were examined in detail and categorized.
Categories with their frequency values were presented in a table form. Also, samples from student drawings were
presented in the tables. Students were coded in line with research ethics. For instance, student number 1 from the
experimental group has been shown as E1PT in the pre-test and as E1LT in the post test. Student number 2 from the
control group was coded similarly as C2PT and C2LT.
2.4 Material Application Process
The guidance material developed based on the 5E model (Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, and Evaluate) for the
concepts covered by the topic "What is the Earth's Crust Composed of?" in the science curriculum, and applied to the
experimental group, is described below. The application process was completed within 8 hours of classroom activity, as
provided in the curriculum. The control group, on the other hand, made use of the existing textbook in a process also
completed in 8 hours (Bayram & Kibar, 2014). The work carried out with regard to each step of the material based on the
5E model, and applied to the experimental group, were summarized below. The images used in the materials were
downloaded from the Google.
One of the materials used in the Engaged step was a case study entitled "Mines". The aim of the case study was to
attract the students' attention to the topic.
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CASE
E STUDY: M
MINES
Ahmet had jusst arrived home. His mom and ddad were glued tto the TV
in total bewildderment. The new
wscaster is readiing the news "U
Unbearable
picture of minning accidents... Since 1941 morre than three thoousand
miners have diied in various occcupational acciidents. Furtherm
more, more
than 100,000 hhave been injureed in such accideents." Ahmet turrns to his
father and askss "What is a minne?". His father tries to explain the
concept of a m
mine and their im
mportance for thhe national econoomy.
A
Ahmet then askks "Why do acciddents happen at mines?" His fatther responds byy saying that the accidents
are due to a variiety of reasons iincluding inadeqquate safety meaasures and escappe routes.
Questions
1. What is the reelationship betw
ween the conceptts of rock and m
mine?
22. What are the causes of mininng accidents?
3. What kind off measures can bbe taken to preveent mining acciddents occurring in Turkey?
44. Why do we use
u mines? Whatt are their contriibutions to technnology?

Figgure 1. Materiaal used in the E
Engage step
One of the maaterials used inn the Explore step is the woorksheet entitleed "How do foossils form?". T
The worksheett aims to
ensure the students' active innvolvement in the learning pprocess.
HOW DO FOSSILS FO
ORM?
Did you kknow that Turkeey is very rich inn fossils? But hhow do fossils fform?
Would youu like to try and see?
Let's carry oout the followin
ng activity and try and come u
up with some qu
uestions.

Tools and
d equipment: S
Sea shells, pine cones, dried brranches of treess, a big
dead bug, a walnut, clay, pplaster

Activity: To Make a Fossil
Performancee of the Activiity:
First of all, crreate groups off 5.
As a group, choose
c
one of tthe specimens you were askeed to bring in tthe previous cllass.
Use the clay to
t create a douugh-like sludgee.
Press the speccimen into the sludge, and reemove it carefu
fully.
Use a magniffying glass to eexamine the prrint in the sludge.
Put 4 or 5 spooonfuls of plasster in a cup annd mix it with a few spoonfuuls of water.
When the mixxture is ready, pour it on the sludge, and w
wait for it to harrden.
Once it has dried
d
and has bbecome solid, rremove it careefully from thee mold, and exaamine it
with the magnnifying glass.
My observattions:
Let's try to reach
r
some coonclusions:
What can youu say about thee formation of fossils on the basis of your oobservations?
Have you eveer come acrosss a fossil, for example on TV
V, in newspaperrs, etc.? What can you
say about it?
Figgure 2. Materiaal used in the E
Explore step
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One of the m
materials used in the Explainn step is the cconceptual chaange text entittled "Fossils". These texts aimed
a
to
ensure the students' active innvolvement in the learning pprocess.

FOSS
SILS
Some stuudents harbor thoughts suchh as follows:
Only an
nimals can be ffossilized.
Plants ccannot turn intto fossils, for th
hey lack bones.
Plants ccannot remain intact for the eextended period
ds required for
them too fossilize.

Do you agreee with these staatements?
Now, let's reaad the followiing text.
This wiill give us som
me correct ideaas about fossiils.
The remnantss of plants and animals whichh inhabited thee world in the ppast, and are prreserved
in rocks, are called fossils.. The living thhings which ddied can somettimes be preseerved in
sedimentary rocks in the earth's cruust. After
the liviing thing diess, rivers, streams, and
winds ccarry stones aand soil and coover the
creature. In due tiime, the layeers that
accumuulate on thee remnants of the
once-livving thing geet thicker, as well as
more numerous, w
with the addiition of
further layers. The layers on topp apply
pressurre on the lowerr ones, and ennsure the
hardeniing of the boottom layers, turning
them iinto rocks. Seedimentary roocks are
formed througgh this processs, while preservving the remnaants of the once-living thing in them.
The sedimenttary rocks thuss formed can laater on move too the upper levvels of the earthh's crust,
thanks to tecttonic activity aand erosion.
The categorizzation of fossills with referennce to their form
mation refers tto bone fossilss as well
as trace fossills, petrified fosssils, and carboonized fossils. O
Often, bone fossils are formeed by the
remnants of the
t bone structtures and the tteeth of the livving things, whhile carbonizedd fossils
are formed ass remnants of pplants that becoome buried deeep in seas, lakkes, or marshess.
Conggratulations... N
Now you havee learned
* Thhat both plants and animals can be fossilizeed,
* Hoow fossils form
m,
* Thhat fossils are nnot merely bonne remnants.
Figgure 3. Materiaal used in the E
Explain step
One of the maaterials used inn the Elaboratte step is a casse study entitleed "Travertines of Pamukkale are in Dang
ger". The
case study aim
ms to help studdents associate what they havve learned in thheir daily livess.
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TRAVERTINES OF PAMUKKALE ARE IN DANGER!

When watching TV, Zeynep Elvin noticed a news item. The headline was “Travertines of
Pamukkale are in Danger!”. The news item reported that tourists visiting the travertines
have inadvertently polluted them. In particular, the report stated that visits by tourists
caused damage to the lime surfaces of the travertines, while the waste left by tourists
contributed to the pollution of the waters. Zeynep Elvin turned to her father and asked
"What can we do to prevent damage to the travertines?". His father, in turn, gave her a
detailed answer.
What do you think Zeynep Elvin's dad recommended to prevent further damage to the
travertines?
Figure 4. Material used in the Elaborate step
One of the materials used in the Evaluate step was the concept map. The students were asked to fill out the relevant
fields on the concept map. The aim with regard to using the concept map was to evaluate the level of achievement on
the part of the students with respect to the learning outcomes envisaged in the course.
2.5 Control Group Application Process
The control group used the existing textbook developed on the basis of the inquiry which was based on the instruction
strategy as noted in the science curriculum. The control group also dealt with the topic “What is the Earth's Crust
Composed of?" for 8 hours. Let us try and summarize the process of teaching the "Get to know the earth’s crust and
rocks" sub-topic as an example. In this context, what a rock meant was first described, followed by the activity "Let's
examine the stones". The activity was followed in turn by a news item in the "Information Column". The students
learned about minerals, fossils and natural monuments. Finally, the "Let's Research and Learn" section asked students to
obtain information about mines, fossils and natural monuments. Students prepare and present their findings to the class.
Discussions were held on “What's the importance of mines in terms of a country’s economy and development?” and
“Why is it important for natural monuments to be recognized as part of our cultural heritage?” in the classroom.
3. Result
The findings from the concept test, drawing test, and interview questions were resented below. The Mann Whitney
U-Test results were presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Results of the Mann Whitney U-test
Test

Groups

n

Mean Rank

Sum of Rank

Pre test

Experiment

20

23,70

474,00

Control

20

17,30

346,00

Experiment

20

26,70

534,00

Control

20

14,30

286,00

Post test

U

p

136,00

0,081

76,00

0,001

The study results indicated that there was no significant difference between the pre-test scores of the concept test
conducted on the experiment and control group (U=136,00 p>.05). There was a significant difference between the post
test scores conducted on experiment and control groups in favour of the experiment group (U=76,00, p<.05). Table 3
shows analysis of the questions in the concept test.
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Table 3. Frequency distribution of the responses in the concept test
Experiment Group
Control Group
A
B
C
D
A
B
1
3
16
1
4
7
9
4
1
7
Large masses of stones comprising the earth's crust are called rocks. E2LT
They are structures which are larger than boulders.C3PT
Rocks are composed of minerals. E13LT
A rock is a rock. C5PT

PT
LT
Sample
Statements

Rock concept

Test

A
B
D

Test
PT
LT
Sample Statements

Mine concept

A
B

C
D

Test
PT
LT

Sample statements

Fossil concept

A
B

C

D

PT
LT
Sample
statements

Natural monument
concept

Test

A
C
D

C
-

D
15
12

Experiment Group
Control Group
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
9
8
3
2
6
12
14
1
5
6
2
5
7
The rocks which command certain economic value, and obtained from various depths of the earth's
crust, are called mine. C11PT
It is the substance obtained from the soil, and processed thereafter. It refers to coal mined underground.
E5PT
It refers to substances such as gold. C3LT
It is the place where the miners go under the ground, and take coal out. C16LT
Mine refers to everything taken from under the ground. C3PT
Mine is the substance. E17PT
Experiment Group
Control Group
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
2
9
4
4
1
4
11
4
5
15
3
7
4
Remnants of living things dating back millions of years are called fossil. E7LT
It is the remnants of plants and animals. E9PT
They are the remnants of animals. E3PT
They are the bones under the ground. E4LT
They are mines under the ground. C14PT
It is fuel obtained from under the ground. E12PT
They are the materials left under the ground. C9PT
They are stones under the ground. C17PT
I don’t know. E13PT
Experiment Group
Control Group
A
B
C
D
A
B
6
6
8
6
18
1
1
12
It is the name referring to the naturally occurring entities. C9LT
It is the name used for mausoleums. C16LT
It is the name referring to the remnants of the old. E10PT
Natural monument is natural. E1PT

6

C
5
2

D
9
6

PT: Pre-test, LT: Post-test, A: Complete understanding, B: Partial understanding; C: Alternative concept, D: No
response or irrelevant responses
In the pre-test, 3 students from the experimental group and 4 from the control group provided partial definitions of the
concept of rocks. In the pre-test, the number of students who failed to provide an answer to the question, or who
provided unrelated answers, were very high. The review of the post-test results revealed that the vast majority of the
students in the experimental group had provided correct or partly-correct answers to the question. In the post-test, 12
students from the control group did not answer the question, while 8 provided correct or partly-correct answers.
In the pre-test, 8 students from the experimental group and 6 from the control group provided alternative definitions of
the concept of mine. A review of Table 3 revealed that the misconceptions about the term mine are "Place where
miners go under the ground and take coal out", and "Everything taken from under the ground" branches. Table 3
revealed that the most widely-voiced misconception among the students about the concept of fossils was worded as
"the fuel obtained from under the ground."
During the pre-test, that misconception was voiced by 4 of the students in the experimental group, and 11 from the
control group. The misconceptions voiced by the students were worded as "They are the materials left under the
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ground", "They are mines under the ground", and "They are stones under the ground". The review of the responses
students provided in the post-test with regard to this question showed that the experimental group enjoyed better
results in terms of the number of students in the complete and partial-understanding categories.
Table 3 showed that, in the pre-test, 6 students from the experimental group and 6 from the control group provided
complete understanding responses related to the natural monument concept. In both groups, the number of students
who failed to provide an answer was significant. The misconceptions voiced by the students were found to converge in
the forms “It is the name used for mausoleums” and “It is the name referring to the remnants of the old”. In the
post-test, on the other hand, 18 students from the experimental group and 12 from the control group provided complete
understanding responses to the question about the concept, noting "It is the name referring to the naturally occurring
entities". The data regarding the interview questions were presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Categorization of the responses to the interviews
Ct.

Concepts

Sample Statements

A

Rock

Large masses of stones comprising the earth's crust are called rocks.
E2LI (E3, E6, E8, E13, E16, E17LI)

Mine

The name used to denote substances of economic value, obtained
from under the ground. E16LI (E2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 17LI)

Fossil

They are remnants of living things which had remained under the
ground millions of years ago, to reach us. E6PI (E6,17PI-E3, 6, 13, 14,
16, 17, 19LI)

Natural
monument

It is the name referring to naturally occurring structures. E3PI (E17PI)

Rock

The structures composed of minerals are called rocks. E8PI (E6, 10,
13, 19PI - E10, 14, 19LI)

Mine

The coal taken from under the ground. E13PI (E2, 6, 8PI-E14,19LI)

Fossil

It refers to the case where dinosaur bones are preserved at the site
where they died. E14PI (E16PI)

B

It refers to the remnants formed after the death of animals and plants.
E8PI (E2, 8, 10LI)
C

Rock

They are small pieces of stone. E14PI (E16, 17PI)

Mine

It refers to everything taken from under the ground.
E3PI (E16PI)
The place where laborers work under the ground, and get their faces
black in an effort to get coal. E14PI (E10, 19PI)

Fossil

Non-living things also can turn into fossils. E13PI (E3PI)
It is petroleum. Petroleum is obtained from under the ground.
Petroleum is a type of fossil. E2PI (E10PI)

Natural
monument

They are places of immense value for us, such as the Anıtkabir.
E16PI
It is the name referring to the remnants of the old. E10PI (E19PI)

D

Rock

No idea (E2,3PI)

Mine

I think of water when someone says mine. E17PI

Fossil

I don't know. E19PI

Natural
monument

I don't know. (E2, 6, 8, 13,14,8PI)

PI: Pre Interview; LI: Post Interview; Ct:Categories
Table 4 depicted that in the preliminary interviews, 3 students indicated misconceptions in terms of considering rocks as
being small pieces of stone. In the post-interviews, the students were observed to have eliminated such misconceptions,
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and to providee answers whicch can be conssidered in the ppartial and com
mplete compreehension categories. Answers by 2 of
the students on the concept of mine, weree presented in T
Table 4 as "It rrefers to everyything taken fro
rom under the ground."
g
Three more sttudents said "T
The place wherre laborers woork under the gground, and geet their faces bblack in an effo
ort to get
coal" therebyy exhibiting substantial
s
misconceptions. In the post-iinterviews, thhe students weere observed to have
eliminated suuch misconcepptions, and m
most provided answers whiich could be considered too be in the complete
c
comprehensioon category. Taable 4 revealedd that the most commonly-vvoiced misconcceptions aboutt the concept of
o fossils
were in the veeins of “It is petroleum.
p
Pettroleum is obtaained from undder the groundd; petroleum iis a type of fosssil” and
“Non-living thhings also can turn into fossils”. In post-innterviews the vvast majority oof the students were found to
o provide
either fully-correct or parrtially-correct answers. Tabble 4 indicateed that in thee pre-test, 3 students voic
ced their
misconceptionns. These students were founnd to have missconceptions ssuch as: "Theyy are places off immense valu
ue for us,
such as the Annıtkabir." and "It
" is the namee referring to thhe remnants off the old". Thee frequency of categories obsserved in
the drawings pprovided by thhe students on tthe concept off fossils is pressented in Tablee 5.
Table 5. Frequuencies and coodes of the finddings obtained from the draw
wing test*
Cd.

Experimentt Group

Cd.

Control

Experimennt Group

Control
Group

Group
PT (f)

LT (f)

6

10

P
PT (f)

PT (f)

LT(f)

P
PT (f)

LT (f)

8

2

2

3

-

2

2

-

1

Human

Animal

6

LT(ff)

C4PT
4

4

5

4

4

Plant

Bone

5

E13PTT

E16PT
N.d.

3

2

C13LTT
5

4

-

-

Cd. Codes; N..d.:No drawingg *Some studeents draw moree than one code.
Table 5 suggests that, in the
t pre-test, sttudents from both the expeerimental and the control ggroups made drawings
d
incorporating animals, plannts, humans, annd bones to ddepict the conccept of a fossiil. The vast m
majority of the students
from both grooups drew anim
mal figures to depict the conncept. In drawing animal figgures, in turn, tthey showed a marked
preference forr dinosaurs. Inn the post-tesst, the vast maajority of the students provvided drawinggs once again utilizing
animals to deppict the conceept of fossils. A
As a cursory gglance at tablee 5 will reveal, the overwheelming majoritty of the
students used dinosaurs in terms
t
of all annimals. Table 6 below presennts the frequenncy distributioon of the data obtained
from the draw
wings on the cooncept of naturral monumentss as provided bby the studentss.
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Table 6. Frequuencies and coodes of the finddings obtained from the draw
wing test*
Control

E
Experiment Grroup

Experimennt Group

Group

Cd.
P
PT (f)

PT
T (f)

1

6

Cd.

LT (ff)

Group
PT (f)

2

1

LT(f)

PT
T(f)

LT (f))

3

1

1

1

0

2

1

8

8

Tree

Pamukkale

4

LT (f)
(

Control

E1PT
1

3

-

2

2

Waterfall

Mountains

3

C3PT

E2PT
3

1

4

2

1

Lakes

Anıtkabir

4

C15PTT

C15LT
4

4

2

-

No drawing

10

Hoodoos

3

E9PT

E8LT
*Some studennts draw more than
t
one code.
As depicted iin Table 6, inn the pre-test,, students tendded to go witth trees, mounntains, lakes, hoodoos, Pam
mukkale,
waterfalls, andd Anıtkabir whhen asked to ddraw a natural monument. Inn the pre-test, 4 of the studennts in the expe
erimental
group, and 6 ffrom the controol group, drew
w trees to descrribe the conceppt of natural m
monuments.
4. Discussion and Conclusiions
The review off the results off the pre-test ttaken by the sttudents in the experimental and the controol groups, on the
t topic
"What is the Earth's Crust Composed of??" (Table 2) ddepicted one of the study finndings that noo significant diifference
existed between the pre-testt scores of eacch group, in terrms of concepptual understannding (U=136.00 p>.05). The
e lack of
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a significant difference among the concept test scores of each group, in turn, can serve as proof that the students had
similar levels of preliminary information on the topic "What is the Earth's Crust Composed of?". On the other hand, the
post-test results exhibited a significant difference favoring the experimental group (U=76.00 p<.05). Students’ scores in
the post-test suggested that the teaching with regard to the experiment group was more effective as it contributed to the
conceptual understanding of the students. This is deemed to be related to the favorable effect of the enriched learning
environment provided within the framework of the 5E model.
The teaching materials used with the experimental group were worksheets, case studies, and conceptual change texts.
The case studies provided with reference to issues such as mines are believed to have contributed to the establishment
of links between concepts and their daily lives. Burbules and Linn (1991) associated the students' inability to decipher
the contexts they face in their daily lives with an inability to relate the knowledge learned at school to daily life
applications and to different cases. Among the guidance materials, case studies are deemed to be particularly effective in
terms of associating concepts with daily life. Özkan and Azar (2005) noted that a true story from daily life, discussed as
a case, could facilitate the transfer of learning to daily life issues. Campbell and Lubnen (2000) emphasize the need to
establish a link between the concepts and current events, in order to make a permanent mark with regard to the concepts
taught, on students' minds. The conceptual change texts used within the framework of the study contributed to
conceptual development on the part of the students. For instance, some students believed that only animals were able to
fossilize. The conceptual change texts used to relay the concept had perhaps contributed to the elimination of such
misconceptions among the students. The existing literature is not bereft of studies revealing the effectiveness of
conceptual change texts in terms of doing away with the misconceptions harbored by the students (Cerit, Berber & Sarı
2009; Uzuntiryaki & Geban 2005; Chambers & Andre 1997). The earth's crust is composed of rocks, stones and soil.
Rocks are the large masses of stone that constitute the earth's crust. As rocks become eroded due to a number of factors,
boulders and stones are formed. The statements along the lines of "they are small pieces of stone" provided by the
students in the preliminary interviews suggested the existence of confusion with regard to the terms rock and stone.
However, the post-test showed that such misconceptions were eliminated. In a similar fashion, the students in the
experimental and control group were found to refer exclusively to coal mines when it came to describing the concept of
mines in the pre-test (Tables 3). The statement provided by student E14, "The place where laborers work under the
ground, and get their faces black in an effort to get coal" is evidence of this tendency. The association students made
between the concept of a mine and the place where coal is mined, has perhaps something to do with Turkey being one
of the top ten countries in terms of coal reserves. Coal mines are pretty widespread in Turkey.
The review of the responses provided by the students from the experimental and the control groups, about the concept
of fossils revealed that, in the pre-test, the students exhibited some misconceptions, using the terms "fossil" and "fossil
fuel" interchangeably. The answers provided by the students in the interviews presented some misconceptions, worded
as “non-living things can turn into fossils as well” and “It is petroleum. Petroleum is obtained from under the ground. It
is a kind of fossil”. The results of the post-test, on the other hand, showed that the vast majority of the students were
free of such misconceptions. The drawings provided by the students about the concept of fossils show that most focused
on the animal category (Table 5). The detailed review of the drawings in that category, in turn, revealed a preference for
dinosaur illustrations. This may be associated with the fact that dinosaur fossils are frequently used as examples of
fossils shown in books. The views voiced, and the drawings provided by the students with respect to the concept of
natural monuments (Tables 4, 6), reveal that the students were not very familiar with the concept of natural monuments.
Guidance material is deemed to be effective in terms of the significant difference observed between the conceptual
comprehension levels of the experimental group and those of the control group.
Conceptual change text studies helped in eliminating misconceptions among the students (Er Nas, Çalık & Çepni, 2012;
Beerenwinkel, Parchmann & Grasel, 2011; Sarı Ay & Aydoğdu, 2015). Case studies relating to the association of
concepts with daily life contributed students’ conceptual understanding (Dori, Tal & Tsaushu 2003; Özkan & Azar, 2005;
Hartfield, 2010). Worksheets helped in the reinforcement of learning among students working in groups, This is why the
inclusion of case studies, worksheets, and conceptual change texts in textbooks is expected to contribute significantly to
conceptual comprehension on the part of the students. Research results have demonstrated that, guidance material have
a positive effect in the learning associated with the topic "What is the earth’s crust composed of?". The learning
environment should have been enriched with conceptual understanding text, worksheets, and case studies. The drawings
provided by the students about the concept of fossils showed that most of them focused on the animal category in this
study. Therefore textbooks should have included different fossil examples in addition to animals.
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